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Learn how to make 18 stuffed animal projects with original sewing patterns and illustrated
instructions with this endearing new guide! With a complete overview of techniques and
materials, How to Make Stuffed Animals shows that making these cuddly creatures is fun,
addictive, and much easier than one would think. Anyone who has completed the most basic of
sewing projects can master the projects in this book, and these cute creations can be used as
decorative objects for the home or as great handmade gifts. Inside, you'll find adorable animals
like: - A squirrel holding an acorn - A grizzly bear - A raccoon - A horse - A bird mobile - Cute
canines - Furry felines - And many more Explore a comprehensive range of animals in a modern
and simple style with How to Make Stuffed Animals!

About the AuthorJennifer Korff, who operates under the moniker Sophik, is a designer, illustrator
and photographer. Upon practicing her skills at Moore College of Art and Design when she was
young, Jen later attended the Rochester Institute of Technology where she acquired a Bachelor
of Fine Arts degree as well as an Associate of Science degree in Photography. View her work at 
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Gingerbreadforest, “More Whimsical than Cutesy Stuffed Animals. I have long admired the
enchanting and quirky little creatures in Sian Keegan's Etsy shop, so I was delighted when her
book was finally released.One of the things I appreciate about her designs is that they work well
for making less plushy/furry type animals, and you can use interesting printed materials and still
have a recognizable doll. My favorite little character in this books is the Narwhal, poor narwhals
are usually so overlooked. Her dogs are all delightful, and the fox and squirrel are other stand
out favorites.Her hand drawn instructions are charming and easy to follow. The drawings
enhance the book and you can sense the love and investment she has in her designs.”

Charles Britton, “So much fun to use. This is a great book”

Rodolfo Tarelli, “Fantastic!!!. Even though there is an overabundance of stuffed dogs in the book
(3 out of 18), the Squirrel and the Bunny are fantastic, and the instructions are very detailed. I've
already done 2 rabbits and 1 squirrel to critical success!!!If you are about to attempt the squirrel
be aware that there is something wrong with the arms. I sew them just a bit smaller to have
enough fabric for the arms not to come appart!!!Excellent buy nontheless!!!”

Susan S., “Tiny patterns, but nice.. The patterns are simple, which makes them easy to use;
however, they are tiny. The instructions say to copy at 200 percent. To get the size I was hoping
for, I needed to go an additional 200%. This double enlargement gave me a squirrel that was
lifesize and a pattern that was large enough to work on a sewing machine. I think the
recommended size would have to be hand sewn.”

happygreengirl, “Cute!. I love this book! The animal patterns are adorable! I have made one dog
and was a bit nervous that it would be fiddly being so tiny. It was not that hard and the
instructions are very good. It turned out adorable. I do really wish that the patterns were full size
in the book. It is a real pain to have to take the book to the library and pay extra to enlarge them
when they are so small even at full size and I have already paid for the book.”

CaliReader, “Cute Book. This is a very cute book. The designs are very charming. The only
criticism that I have is that the patterns need to be enlarged (200%). It would have been nice
and more convenient if the patterns had come full size instead.  Otherwise, very cute.”

Pamela J. Hughes, “Cute animals....disappointed that I can't make them to sell.. I actually bought
this pattern book hoping to make the animals to sell for charity...but very clearly the book states
that permission is not granted for this purpose. I probably would not have purchased the book
had I known that.”



Brick H., “Adorable projects! Too cute!. Projects in this book are adorable. I am hoping to make
gifts for both my sisters and my niece, and of course a couple little cuties for myself. This is a
great book, the only drawback is that you have to enlarge the patterns 200 percent.”

Martin C, “A Good Guide. I bought this because I do enjoy making small soft toys, in particular
animals. This book has a lot of very good tips and ideas along with projects I have cut out some
ready to start making but not quite that far forward yet. I must finish all the others that I have on
the go at present. the book is good for beginner and intermediate alike full of ideas and advice
iam sure it would provide anyone with many hours of creative fun. Recommended.”

L. Robinson, “Gorgeous. Gorgeous book, with lots and lots of projects. I have made one of the
animals and wanted to try the patterns with my class three craft club but found it a little too
complicated for them they are only aged 7-8 but I am sure older children would enjoy making
them. Adult will enjoy it more!”

The book by Sian Keegan has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 99 people have provided feedback.
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